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Your Buildings Perform.
Does Your Website?
An online presence has become as standard a tool for home performance businesses as having a blower
door. While many still remain unaware of the whole house approach to comfort, energy efficiency and safety,
homeowners are using the internet to find solutions to their home’s pain points -- mold, high energy bills, cold
floors, etc.
To reach these homeowners, you need to both provide solutions to these problems and make sure that
homeowners researching them are able to find you. Your website is the first place they turn to get an idea
of who you are, what you do and whether you are the right guy or gal for the job. Consequently, how you
distinguish your website from the competition’s is what separates the wheat from the chaff, and is what will
drive traffic and produce leads you can convert. The two most important ways to do this are:
1. Increase Traffic: Make sure people can find your website (and that they get to yours before they get to
your competition’s).
2. Optimize for Conversion: Make sure people have a positive experience while they’re visiting your
website, so they’ll schedule an appointment with you rather than going back to the search engine to
look for another company.
The purpose of this three-part whitepaper is to give you a clear, concise guide to the basics of making
your website work for your business.
In the third and final installment of our whitepaper, we will discuss how website analytics are a key tool to
measure your success, help determine what is effective and what isn’t, and provide ideas for improvement. As
a reminder, Part 1 looked at the fundamentals of search engine optimization (SEO) to give you an idea of what
it takes to start ranking better in Google. Part 2 analyzed strategies for optimizing the user experience of your
website.
While this is intended primarily for HVAC and home performance contractors, energy auditors, energy raters,
and other residential energy efficiency professionals, the principles we espouse are fairly universal, and may
be useful for a wide range of businesses looking to improve their website performance.
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Website Analytics: Data Rules!
Analytics are the measuring stick of your website’s success. Properly interpreted, they can do more than
measure and can give you a roadmap for improving your site, increasing conversion rates and boosting
business. Google Analytics is free and stunning in the depth and breadth of data it can show. Pages on your
site need to be coded correctly to capture the data, but once they are, a complete history of traffic to your
site will be yours whenever you have time to look.
Still, Google Analytics can be a little intimidating for newcomers because it offers a seemingly infinite amount
of data. It’s worth overcoming that initial hesitation and diving into the data.
Pay Attention to These Key Metrics
There are a few other very important metrics that you should keep an eye on. These include:
Conversion Rate
If you have your goals set up in Analytics, you’ll be able to track how many of your site visitors are completing
a goal, whether that’s calling your office, filling out a service form or otherwise. The higher the conversion
rate, the more effective your site is at getting users to turn into potential customers. A site with a low
conversion rate could probably use some usability and design tweaks (check out Part 2 of this whitepaper for
more info).
Bounce Rate
What percentage of visitors are leaving your site immediately after entering it? Bounce rates are calculated
when a visitor hits one page of your site and leaves. If you have a very high bounce rate, you can brainstorm
ways to fix it. Does your site load too slowly? Is it ugly? Are people getting to your site from a keyword
unrelated to your services or your content? Low bounce rates indicate some sort of miscommunication
between how your site is presented on different channels and what users actually find.
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Pages Per Visit & Time on Site
Are your visitors sticking around a when they get to your website? Are they visiting more than just your
homepage, exploring your services, and spending time reading your well-crafted content? Or are they all
just looking at one of your pages and leaving after 10 seconds? These metrics can help gauge your site’s
engagement, or “stickiness” as well as how easy it is to navigate.

New vs. Returning Visitors
This metric is slightly more nuanced than some of the others, because ideally you have new and returning
visitors. A good community of visitors that return frequently to read your blog, check in on any news updates,
and look out for new photos and videos is most likely a good community of loyal customers. And that’s a
beautiful thing.

Find Out Where Your Traffic is Coming From
Google Analytics not only tell you how long users are staying on your site, how many visits your site is getting
and how those visits compared to historical patterns. The tool can also tell you where those visitors are
coming from. The major grouping of traffic fall into four categories:
• Direct traffic (people entering your web address into the search bar)
• Referrals (links to you from other web sites)
• Organic traffic (from search engines like Google and Bing)
• Paid traffic - CPC (from any online ads you’re running)
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This is extremely powerful. Ideally you would have well balanced traffic from all these sources. If you realize
that the majority of your traffic is direct traffic, then you’ve done a good job with branding and people
remember your web address. Conversely, you’ll know that you should step up your link-building and SEO
efforts to get more visitors from other sites or search engines. If you realize that the majority of your visitors
are coming a third party website, you can create a landing page for those visitors and customize it to provide
the best user experience for them. Perhaps most importantly, you can tell how many visits were driven by
search engines, and a portion of the search terms users typed to get to your site.

Find Out Where Your Traffic is Going
With analytics, find out where users go once they get to your site. Among Energy Circle clients, we’ve used
this functionality to learn that the vast majority of visitors immediately go to the “About Us” page — teaching
us that, in order for a contractor or auditor to get leads, they better have a good “About Us” page.
Analytics also allows you to find out which of your service pages are the most-visited, which can be a good
indicator of the ones that are most popular. If your analytics data indicate that there’s a service that is lagging
in pageviews, perhaps consider something like a targeted paid ad campaign, setting up a promotion around
the service, or something else to highlight the service more prominently on your site.
Digging into the data about service page popularity can also be helpful for predicting when customers are
going to start to call during seasonal shifts -- for many clients, AC pageviews start climbing in popularity
around mid-April, but the data can confirm for your specific service area.
You’re also able to determine at which point visitors leave your site. Leaving your site is fine, but ideally a
visitor wouldn’t leave your site without first completing some action: filling out a contact form, signing up
for a tune-up, an audit or other service, calling your office, or in some other way putting his or her name into
your system to let you know they’re a potential customer. If you get consistent abandonment from a particular
page, you’ll know there’s an issue on that page that needs fixing.
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ABOUT ENERGY CIRCLE
Energy Circle builds tools and services to grow companies and organizations dedicated to
providing comfortable, efficient, healthy buildings. It’s our job to stay on the cutting edge of
the digital marketing. It’s your job to make better buildings. We’re here to help you move
that needle.
We help companies, organizations and institutions within this vertical excel at marketing
through our unique and industry-specific products, tools and services. Based in New
England, we’re proud to support over 350 of the most successful national, regional and state
businesses and organizations dedicated to home performance, HVAC, solar, low-energy
builders and architects across 49 states. We measure our ultimate success in the $787
million+ in energy retrofit work that our client base has accomplished since Energy Circle’s
2009 launch.
Our Solution
We’ve built our innovative website platform as a digital
marketing tool to help companies dramatically grow their
businesses. We offer comprehensive marketing services that
encompass the most effective tactics with the highest ROI for
clients, and we’re constantly developing more. Energy Circle’s
project and account managers excel and communication and
will work collaboratively with you on each step of the process
to ensure your solution is practical, scalable and permanent.
Our platform and services enable contractors to easily
manage their marketing efforts, maintain a dynamic online
presence, capture quality leads and take advantage of online
marketing opportunities in their multifarious forms.

ZERO-OBLIGATION
MARKETING EVALUATION

Give us a call today.
Find out what’s working,
what’s not, and what to
do about it. IT’S FREE.
Bethany Profaizer
Director of Client Solutions
Bethany@energycircle.com
207.847.3644
508.254.8749
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